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Underage marriage is a common event by most societies in Indonesia. this practice has been going on a long time with many actors, not only in the interior but also in big cities. Marriage is physically and mentally bonding between wife and husband to establish a happy family and eternal. The marriage is allowed for them who complete the age requirement, for man is 19 years old and 16 years old for woman. Whereas, the couple do not complete the requirement should ask permission to the religion court, it is known by Marriage Dispentation. In contrast, most of Cungkingan societies do the marriage process by adding the age for them who do not complete the requirement. This case often happen in every family who wants to get married, especially to the women who were still 13 and 15 years old.

This study focus on the phenomenon that occurs in the most Cungkingan societies, Badean village, Kabat subdistrict, Banyuwangi regency about the age marriage forgery. The aim of the research is knowing the societies reason and impact that occurs when they do the age forgery.

The method used in the research is field research and used phenomenology approach, because related to indication in the society. Mainly result that obtainable from primary data, that gathered from informan. Then, be supported with source secondary data in analization of the research result.

The result shows that the age marriage forgery phenomenon in Cungkingan society is influenced by: the benefit of the couple, education and economic factors. And also become a trend and Cungkingan tradition in Using ethnic. Therefor, the parent must do the age forgery to carry out the marriage. While the impacts, are: they will get any difficulties for getting a job, the citizenship will be block, and they will feel ashamed and unconfident, because they have married in their young age. Moreover, they have been divorced. And the doer will get the punishment because they do the law violation that regulated in article 266 KUHPidana about letter forgery and deception.